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1. Who we are and what we offer. 

 

We are a young team with a lot of experience in the sector. We have done projects of 

advanced Web pages and customized business management applications (virtual ERP). 

AHSI Consulting is aimed to all types of businesses that want to expand worldwide 

through new technologies, enhancing greatly the reach of their brand thanks our 

services optimization. 

 

 
 

We develop web pages for businesses, from the most basic to the most advanced with 
all kinds of improvement options to choose by the client. We also have a great 

knowledge in programming languages (virtual ERP to measure, programs of 

management, app ...) having worked in projects with different countries. In addition, 
we have created a novel worldwide system, called AHSI 4.0 INTERNATIONAL 

GAME SYSTEM, which was used in the international solidary EXPOCHESS festival in 

which they participated children from 12 countries of the 5 continents. 

In conclusion, our experience is based on professional projects tailored to the actual 

use of a company, with all its needs and variations, which has enabled us to have an 

extensive vision when it comes to seeing a proposal and carrying out the appropriate 

study. 
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2. PRODUCTS WE OFFER 
 

As an innovative company in the sector, we offer 4 products with a wide range of 

options making endless possibilities of choices by the customer, who can choose a 

designed product and optimized to your need. 

 Products we offer: 

 Basic Web page (cod. AHSI-WBASIC):  

o Own design, adaptable and without database management. 

o Contains: 

 Web design with own marketing studio 

 Register in search engines 

 Customizable contact formulary with geolocation 

 Register in Google Analytics 

 Email registration 

 Links to social media 

 Hosting y domain 

 … 

o Used lenguages: 

 HTML 

 HTML5 

 CSS 

 CSS3 

 JavaScript 

 PHP 

http://www.ahsi.eu/
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  Business Web page (cod. AHSI-WBUSINESS): 

o Own design, adaptable and without database management. 

o Contains: 

 Web design with own marketing studio 

 Adaptive Web Design for Mobile Devices  

 SEO Positioning Enhancement 

 Register in search engines 

 Customizable contact formulary with geolocation 

 Register in Google Analytics 

 Email registration 

 Links to social media 

 Hosting y domain 

 … 

o Used lenguages: 

 HTML 

 HTML5 

 CSS 

 CSS3 

 JavaScript 

 PHP 
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 Business Premium web page (cod. AHSI-WBPREMIUM): 

o Interactive design (updatable by user without computer skills), 

dynamic design, adaptable, with connection and database 

management design. 

o Contains: 

 Web design with own marketing studio 

 Updatable web page 

 Adaptive Web Design for Mobile Devices  

 SEO Positioning Enhancement 

 Positioning tracking 

 Data base implementation (MySql) 

 Register in search engines 

 Customizable contact formulary with geolocation 

 Register in Google Analytics 

 Email registration 

 Links to social media 

 Hosting y domain 

 … 

o Used lenguages: 

 HTML 

 HTML5 

 CSS 

 CSS3 

 JavaScript 

 PHP 
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 Desktop aplication for own management (virtual ERP to measure) 

(cod. AHSI-ERP):   

 

o Program with connection and database management, possibility to 

work in local and update the work so that it can be followed 

anywhere. 

o Contains: 

 Access and database management with interface 

  Recognition of user permissions 

  Uploading and modification of fields and records 

  Custom design 

  Business Management Interfaces: 

  •  Business Calendars 

  •  Journeys 

  •  Rates, budgets 

  •  ... 

 Export to documents (Word, PDF ...) 

 Database connection from anywhere 

 LAN work option 

 ... 

o Used lenguages: 

 Java 

 PHP 

 HTML 

 MySql 
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 Prestashop online store (cod. AHSI-PRESTSHOP):   

o Web shop designed and programmed with the Prestashop system. 

o There is option to do a maintenance and monitoring of the store,          

plus SEO optimization and analysis. 

 

 

 SEO and WEB maintenance (cod. AHSI-SEO):   

o Optimization of search engine positioning, SEO analysis, sign up in Social 

networks and community manager work at different levels. 

 

o Maintenance of the Web at the request of the client. 

http://www.ahsi.eu/
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 Android application for management (cod. AHSI-ANDROID):   

o Application with connection and database 

management, registration and login of accounts. 
With the possibility of working online or locally and 

updating the work to be able to continue anywhere. 

Application for android platforms in mobiles or 

tablets designed for those who want to manage their 
business or company in a simple and effective way 

in your own hands. Everything necessary, to 

measure, of the management that your business 
requires in the same program designed specifically for you.  

In addition to being aimed at the internal management of the 

company, it can also be used as a means of interaction with 
customers/users; giving them the possibility of downloading this 

application in the Google Store for different purposes (contact with 

the company, purchases, orders, etc.). 

This product has a database connection for the management that 
you need with the option of adding, deleting, updating ... records 

and data of the database with and without network, so that the 

program knows the most recent version of the database so that the 
user can work from wherever they want and can always opt for the 

last work done. 

The application incorporates all types of aids for the user with a very 
complex system of data management but that greatly facilitates the 

work; all in one window (the client will have everything necessary in 

front of his eyes without having to open third programs). 
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3. REALIZED PROYECTS 

 

 A list of the latest done works. 

 

 Business Premium web page for GoikoThermik: 

 

Web page for GoikoThermik with self-managing software by the client, with 
SEO optimization and management of your sales business. 

 

The Web page has different options according to the admin user or visitor, 

the first has specific options like to modify the content of the whole web, 

upload and modify products..., in general, all necessary management of the 

whole business with new technologies and the 4.0 system. 

 

 

http://goikothermik.com/ 
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 International game system and world novelty AHSI 4.0 for the 

international festival EXPOCHESS: 

Never before used international gaming system designed and programmed 

for the EXPOCHESS CHILDREN OF THE WORLD festival in which more than 

20 countries from all 5 continents they participated. 

 

 

AHSI 4.0 system on TV:  

https://youtu.be/7yBodgYAxlE?t=32s 

 

 Business Premium web page for AHSI Consulting: 

 
 

This is a web page for the company AHSI CONSULTING in which it is 

exposed all the services that the company offers, the works realized, a 

brief summary about the company and a geolocation with a form of 

contact. 
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The whole Web design of this page adapts to different devices, from a desktop 

computer, to a tablet, phablet, Smartphone... so the user that visits the Web 

page does not need to zoom in, it can see everything in one glance. 

http://ahsi.eu/ 

 

 Business Premium web page for the EXPOCHESS X.E. cultural 

association: 

This website is a immense, with hundreds of subpages within and different 

options of how to change the language, login (the administrator section)... 

 

The administrator has the option to upload news in different formats and 
different languages at the same time with a program made for updating 

quickly and from anywhere; various sections of the start can be modifiable 

from any type of device, with an attractive design and adapted each and in 
3 languages at a time. 

 

There are sections for uploading files (for contests) with all sorts of options 

for modifying records and data. 

 

https://www.expochess.org/ 
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https://www.expochess.org/en/pages/expochess_2016/congress/en/index.php 

 

 Business Premium Web page for HATS Terapia: 

The following project is designed for a professional with a seemingly simple 

design, but adapted to the constant updating needs of the user and at the 

same time, with hundreds of change options. The user can change the 

language, log in... The administrator, once logged in, has the option to 
upload different types of data to the web, news in different formats and 

different languages at once. Different sections of index can be modified 

from any type of device, with an adapted design to each and in 3 languages 
at a time. You can also upload and modify images, videos... that are 

incorporated into the website instantly and in different languages. 

 

It has a news and events section ordered according to the client. 

 

All the administrator functions can be carried out from different terminals 
with design adaptation for them. 

 

The whole Web design of this page adapts to different devices, from a 

desktop computer, to a tablet, phablet, Smartphone... so that the user 

visiting the Web page does not need to zoom in, it can see everything in 

one glance. 

 

http://www.ahsi.eu/
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http://hatsterapia.com/ 

 

 Desktop application for management (virtual ERP to measure) 

for hotels: 

Desktop application with database connection for the management what 

the client estimates with the option of adding, deleting, updating... records 
and data of the database with and without network, so the program will 

know which is the last version of the database so the user can work from 

anywhere and with the latest done work. 

 

The application incorporates all types of aids for the user with a very 

complex system of data management but that greatly facilitates the; all in 

one window (the client will have everything necessary in front of their eyes 

without having to open third party programs)..  

http://www.ahsi.eu/
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Koaloth v 1.0 alpha 

 

 

Application interface 
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4. BUDGET 

 

We have a wide variety of options able to add to our products, so we make optimized 

quotes for the costumers (what you really need) both for your personal use, like for 

your business. 

                

For this reason, we recommend to consulting and studying all the options, with the 

possibility of making improvements in the product that will be added to the final 

budget.  

 We include reference prices in the annex. 

 

CONTACT:  

 Adress: Bizkargi kalea, 5 bajo, 20720 AZKOITIA (Gipuzkoa) 

 Telephone: +34 634410603 (Dir. Área de software) 

                          +34 943 08 02 00 General 

 Email: proyecto@ahsi.eu 

 Web: http://ahsi.eu/software.php 
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